[Vol. 91:2163 what lawyers' duties are as "officers of the court," with a de-emphasis on the greed and materialism in which the private practice of law has seemed, in recent years, to overindulge. I think he overstates the case a mite, however, when he speaks of " [t] he [law] schools' failure to enhance the teaching of ethics," 6 because more and more law schools are teaching ethics, and some are teaching it better. Moreover, I have the distinct impression from the students with whom I have talked and the examination papers I have graded that it is a subject that lends itself to innovation. I think Judge Edwards does make a very good point when he says that ethics should be taught throughout law school; he quite correctly states that "ethics can and should be taught pervasively, in almost every law school course." 7 But I also think that an intensive course can and should be given, using one of the several fine case and material books now available, 8 coupled with one of the readily available paperback statutes and standards, including the ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct. The materials in the field are rapidly becoming vast and need winnowing, especially for the teaching of a short course, but they are available. Such an intensive course can be given in the first year, as it has been at Duke, or in the second or third, as the law student prefers and as we just tried at Iowa, where about half of the forty students in my class were second-year students and the rest, third-year. I think such a course is very workable and can furnish just the right background for the pervasive sort of teaching that is necessary. More and more law schools are adopting a more open attitude toward the teaching of ethics -I prefer the more specific and less theoretical term "professional responsibility" -just as law schools have done in respect to clinical programs over the last two decades. And Georgetown University Law Center is into its sixth year of publishing the marvelous Journal of Legal Ethics.
I think then that progress is indeed being made. Throughout the 1940s and 1950s, I suspect you could count on the fingers of one hand the number of law schools teaching professional responsibility in any way, but today almost every law school has at least one course. To be sure, some of the schools still teach the course on a one-or two-houra-week basis for one semester, and students view it as a gut course or necessary evil; one of Judge Edwards~ former clerks considered "[e]thics in most law schools a despised course," 9 perhaps because it is one of the only mandatory upperclass classes or perhaps because of signals sent out by his particular law school. Dean Carrington at 6. Id. at 38. 7. Id. at 74. 9. Edwards, supra note 1, at 74 n.110 (quoting former law clerk). August 1993] Duke and his successor, Dean Pamela Gann, have sent out very different signals, I think, by making the course a mandatory first-year course and by recruiting federal judges with practical, professional experience to teach the course. Consequently, Professional Responsibility is a whirlwind, concentrated one-week -now six-dayproposition, in which the first-year student has no other course distractions and reads considerable amounts, prepares as required, attends two to three hours' worth of lectures a day, and familiarizes himself or herself with the Model Rules in advance. Iowa has just tried it. Columbia is undertaking a similar effort, apparently without using federal judges. Fordham has three different courses -Professional Responsibility; Ethics in Public Interest Law; and Professional Responsibility in Corporate, Business and International Transactions -and one seminar on Ethics in Criminal Advocacy; another will be added in the spring of 1994. Three professors at Fordham -including one of my former law clerks -concentrate their teaching and scholarly endeavors in the professional responsibility area.
The good teacher has plenty of material with which to work, drawn from sources other than the case law and materials to which I referred above. I list just a half dozen sample headlines of pieces that I have picked up over the last several years from various newspapers and that I use in classroom discussions: Judge Edwards concludes from his survey of law clerks that a "'strong foundation in ethics' is not being built in legal education." 16 To the extent this has been the case, it need not be. Rather than think of a course on professional responsibility as "a joke," as one of Judge [Vol. 91:2163 Edwards' clerks evidently perceived it, 17 first-year students tell me that it is the first really practical course they have had, giving them a feeling for the real-life practice of law. I question whether the "disjunction" between legal education and the legal profession is "growing," as Judge Edwards sees it, at least in the area of professional responsibility, and I see no reason that it should not be readily reversible. Practical, ethical lawyers can certainly teach the course or phases of it, as adjuncts, as well as adjunct judges. I always quote, with pleasure, the highly ethical North Carolina criminal defense lawyer who, in speaking to some of my Duke students, illustrated his one-hour lecture with four simple rules that are easy to remember and by which one should abide:
1. Always drink coffee with the opposing lawyer (after the case).
2. Never drink coffee with your client. 3. Always drink coffee alone. 4. Always drink wine with your family. With those four rules you can build a whole structure pertaining to the pitfalls and problems in practicing criminal law.
More law schools should follow Fordham's innovative lead in offering a varied and rich curriculum in professional responsibility. Fordham's faculty deliberately designed the program to provide a range of offerings with courses for students with specialized interests, as well as a general course in which professional responsibility issues and ethical standards can be examined in a variety of settings or legal roles -lawyer as advocate, lawyer as negotiator, lawyer as adviser, lawyer as intermediary or evaluator, lawyer as organizational problem solver, and so forth. Only by offering a variety of teachers and courses can law schools foster the intralaw-school intellectual stimulation that is so important to good teaching. Through such offerings, the law schools can send out the proper signals, upgrade the teaching in this rich area, and help instill a respect for standards that are higher than the minimal norms required by the rules governing professional conduct in most states.
I think Judge Edwards' overall position is good in calling attention to the problem; if his paper has a shortcoming in this area, it is in not calling attention to the innovative solutions that some of the law schools are devising to deal with the situation. The next several years will, I predict, see the blossoming of professional responsibility education, not its withering.
